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MISS B. YATES
WINS CONTEST
JOYCE
MEMORIAL
PRIZE
IS
AWARDED TO JOURNALISM
STUDENT.

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MARCH 26. 1914.

FORESTRY SHORT COURSE CLOSES
AFTER BEST SESSION EVER HELD

NO. 8

PLANS READY
FOR THE MEET
EVERYTHING IS NOW IN READI
NESS FOR THE TRACK
MEET.

HOPPER TAKES SECOND!Prospects Are Promising for Splendid Short Course Closes After Two Months of j'WILL BE BEST EVER
Interesting and Profitable Work—
---------, School of Forestry at University
Only Five Candidates in This Annual i
Rangers Return to Their
More Contestants and More Visitors
Montana
Within
a
Few
Affair is Very DisappointFields of Labor.
Than A"y Ye*p PwiM" Ar«
Years Or So.
Expected.
"It is an unfortunate thing,” said There are in the United .States at the present time 24
Dr. Reynolds, professor of English at institutions which give courses leading to a degree in
the University of Montana, in announc forestry, and about 40 others which include forestry in
ing this morning the winner of the their curriculum. In these schools there arc over 600
Joyce Memorial Prize, “that so few I young men who are preparing themselves for the procompete in the contest” Only four j fession of forestry. Within the last ten years the number
contestants entered submitted essays of forest schools in this country has increased with great
!rapidity. The development of forestry on the Pacific
which were handed in March 15.
First place was awarded to Miss | coast has been well within this period. The State of
Blanche Tates, a specialist in journal IWashington led, followed in 1909 by the University of
ism, who is engaged in the forestry IIdaho; two or three years ago Oregon established'a state
service located at Missoula. Bruce I forest school at Corvallis; California has just started a
Hopper, a Freshman from Billings, was college of forestry at Berkeley, and Montana will con
clude the list with the definite opening of its state school
given second place.
The requirements of the Annie Lewis of forestry at Missoula in September, 1914. While Mon
Joyce Memorial Prize this year, as tana is in reality a Rocky Mountain state, and in this
stipulated by Dr. Reynolds in the early classification might be listed with Colorado, its forests are
part of the year, called for an essay chiefly on the Pacific water shed and are part of the great
not exceeding 3,000 words on the sub forest unit of the Columbia river drainage.
ject, "The Spirit of the Mountains." The forest schools of the country have been concerned
Four essays were handed In and two largely with the teaching of forest management from the
silvicultural standpoint. Their effort has been mainly to
places announced.
Heretofore, in the last three years, supply the forest service with men in the capacity of forest
the prize has been awarded for short assistants, a position requiring high technical or profes
stories,'but "this year," said Dr. Rey sional training, and also to supply the growing need for
nolds, “it was made an essay in the men in state forestry in the east, where to a limited ex
hope that it would appeal more broadly tent the management of forests under European methods
to the students. After this, however, has been attempted. The great field for forest work now,
the prize will probably be assigned for however, is in the west. From the summits of the Rocky
a short story as that form of litera Mountains to the shore of the Pacific Ocean exists the
ture appeals to more and is of a higher greatest forests, not only in America, but in -the whole
world. Here, beginning now and reaching on into the
quality.”
Up to four years ago the Joyce indefinite futifre, will be the scene of our nation’s great
Memorial Prize called for an essay. est Interest in forests and forestry. Here, therefore, must
Then it was changed to a short story be the field of the greatest forest schools, here must be
in order to attract a larger number of the field of the most intensive forest study, the begin
contestants, but, as the results of the nings of which are to he seen in forest experiment sta
recent contest show, the form of short tions lately established, and here will be seen a marvelous
story will likely be adopted perman development in logging and milling methods and ma
chinery.
ently.
It may be a long time before the practice of forestry
according to European methods will ever be practiceable
to any great extent in the United States, and especially
upon the Pacific coast. The expenditures involved in such
practice must be prohibitive in a business with so nar
row a margin of profits as are realized in the lumber
industry at the present time. Hence, the opportunity for
the forester, educated according to the older standards,
must necessarily be limited to the management of forests
BUCKLEY CONTE8T IS DRAW BE upon the broad lines of a general policy. There are two
TWEEN FRESHMAN AND
general courses which forest education must follow, one
SENIOR.
has to do with the propagation of forests, the other with
their utilization; the one will deal with the nature and
j life of the forest species of a region and their responses
Between Bruce Hopper and Ivan E. to the factors of climates, soil, etc, which affect their
Merrick, the judges of the annual growth and distribution, the other will recognize the de7
Buckley Oratorical contest were un mands of the times In the character of the forest crop,
able to choose. These two men were land its transportation and manufacture. It is in the emannounced as joint winners of the i phasis laid upon this latter branch of the work that the
Buckley prize of $25 after a contest new schools are to be essentially different from the old.
marked by. some real oratory. To I In September of last year the Pacific Logging Congress
John Jones was given third place.
I met in Spokane. At this congress were representatives
The contest was interesting through Iof the manufacturing lumber interests of the whole
out, and the three men who won I Pacific coast This assembly devoted an important part
places delivered orations of unusual Iof its program to the consideration of the subject “How
power, all made more interesting by Ishall we teach logging engineering?” and the question
the fact that each was based upon a 1was discussed at some length by teachers of forestry and
matter of immediate importance. The I by practical lumbermen. Out of this discussion grew
speakers delivered their orations with j resolutions directed to the various state legislatures, and
ease and eloquence and in their treat Ithe appointment of a committee to formulate a curricument of the chosen topics gave evi j lum of studies In the subject of logging engineering. The
dence of careful thought.
Two sets of judges officiated, one significance of these facts lies in the Interest which is
considering composition, the other, de evident among lumbermen in the matter of forestry in
livery. The judges on composition struction In the special aspect, and this Interest will soon
were Professor William Aber, Mrs. bear fruit in special courses of study intended to meet
W. W. Kemp, Mrs. George R. Coffman. the need of the lumber industry.
The judges on delivery were Dr. W.
W. Kemp, Professor L, J. Ayers and The magnitude of the opportunity in logging engineer
ing in education as well as in practice can hardly be comProfessor Trcxler.

TIE FOR FIRS!

As this week's Issue of The Kaimin goes to press, the The lnterschotastic committee with
annual Short Course in Forestry given at the University Dr. Rowe at the head is planning for
passes into history. This course was organized some five I the greatest interscholastic meet ever
years ago, being a course in technical forestry, for the held in the state. Invitations to par
benefit of the rangers in the U. S. Forest Service, but
proved to be so popular that many of the regular students ticipate have been sent out to every
l i n the University, as well as other persons not in the ' accredited high school and a great
forest service availed themselves of the opportunity of many have already signified their IhI tention of taking part in the great
enrolling.
This year’s course has been one of the most successful meet to be held In May.
| thus far given; the University has heretofore lacked con- ! When the time for the meet comes,
■ slderable necessary equipment in the field work, but owing the track and grounds will be in the
to the generosity of the last legislature, everything neces best condition that they have ever
sary was on hand this year. The course was in charge ' been in. The field is now being put
j of Doctor Kirkwood, of the University faculty; Claude into shape and the track is to be re{ Spaulding, supervisor of the Lewis and Clark National cindered in a short time. New hurdles
i Forest was engaged to give the courses in lumbering, {are being made and the grandstand
mensuration and forest management; James Bonner, civil , is to be enlarged. The committee is
engineer, was. in charge of the classes in drawing, map- I planning for a 50 per cent larger crowd
making, surveying and forest engineering; in addition I than they have ever before had.
I some fifteen of the officers of District No. 1 of the U. S. There will be one change In The orl Forest Service were engaged to give lectures on practical | der of events, that is, instead of havforestry, including F. A. Sllcox, district forester; Dorr I lng the boy's declamatory contest come
j Skeels, logging engineer; P. R. Hicks, engineer of wood last, it will come on Wednesday night
I before that of the girls on Thursday,
I preservation, and R. B. Adams, telephone engineer.
Too’ much credit tiahno'tf be- $lvgtr''hocturvKirKwooc*. for i This has .been don* because of the.
his grreat work in arranging and carrying through this j fact that heretofore the girls have had
course, coming as the course did at the busiest season of | to come so early that they have had
the year, the burden was thrown on his shoulders in I to remain away from home almost a
addition to his regular class and laboratory work. The week. The committee believes that
j students taking the course are highly appreciative of the the boys can come for the first night
excellent work done by Doctor Lennls and Professor Cary, more easily than the girls.
who had charge of the mathematics, and Professor In regard to this meet the Kaimin
Thompson who gave the Instruction in physics.
I would like to have it known that not
Missoula’s location, has been described as ideal for the I only the interscholastic committee hut
I giving of such a course; the majority of the instruction the entire faculty and student body
I in practical lumbering was given in some of the largest are planning to make the week given
| sawmills in the northwest, located a few miles from Mis over to the activities of the high
soula; the instruction in surveying and forest engineering schools of the state a gala week and
was given in God’s own laboratory, in one of the finest a week of general good time and good
stands of timber in Montana,'iocated one hour’s ride from fellowship. Interscholastic week is al
Missoula.
ways looked upon with genuine
Plans are already being formed for the short course next Jpleasure by everyone connected with
year, it being planned for twelve weeks instead of eight the university.
as was the case this year. A full announcement will be
To the High Schools.
made in the annual register, to be issued soon.
I It is our earnest desire that as many
The course will be formally closed on Friday night of of the high schools that can possibly
this week by a banquet at the Palace hotel, given by the do so take advantage of the opportunity
students in honor of the members of the faculty to whose to come and share with us the week
effort? the success of course was due.
of pleasant rivalry, if you have been
I here before, you will probably need
I prehended, but some of its possibilities may be apparent no urging. Suffice it to say that this
I ,vhen one reflects upon the vastness of the area covered
year you will have a greater week
by forests, the size of the logs to be moved, the great than ever you’ve had in the past. If
extent of road which must be built, the variety, the in| tricaey and the power of the machinery involved. We you have never taken part in this In
may say that lumbering on the coast has only made a terscholastic week, we urge you to
beginning despite the fact that Portland is already the ! make every effort to come. If you
greatest lumber-producing city in the world. Already have no track team, send a declalmer.
there are about 400 logging railroads in operation with a [ If you hesitate to compete with the
I trackage of about 3,000 miles, equal to the distance from larger schools, remember that in many
j Portland to New York. The estimated cost of these roads cases the small school has been the
I winner. If you did not win a point
I is from $10,000 to $15,000 per mile.
I Along with the development of engineering methods as | last year, remember that you improve
j applied to forestry must always go a parallel progress in I with experience. But point winning
I the management of forests from the standpoint of con- | does not in the least affect our hos| servation and the renewals of the stand, else the same I pltality. We shall do everything to
I story of exploitation and waste which has characterized give every one a good time.
other parts of the country may apply here also. Hence So we especially urge that every
I the forester must have a due appreciation of the broad high school in the state that can pos
■ scientific foundations upon which the science of forestry sibly send a representative do so. The
stands. This will call for development in all the depart- | university will pay the expenses of
j ments of natural science In schools where the subject of i five track men and one declalmer
forestry is presented. We are Just at the door of an op- | from each accredited high school in
I portunlty in forestry education, and the measure of our | the state and give them three days’
] success will be, not in the number of those who come and Ientertainment that they will appreci
go, but in the character and quality of those who bear ate. We give you a most cordial wetI the stamp of the school.
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A COMMUNICATION

J. P. Reinhard

The Weekly I-Caimin:
104 W. Main St.
Pronounced "Ki-meen." This is a word taken from the language of the There was an article published . ini
Selish tribe and means writing, or something in black and white.
last week’s Kaimln which might have | Hardware
been misleading in its meaning and I
Published on Thursday of every week by the Associated Students of the which did give a wrong impression |
Crockery
University of Montana.
with reference to the track situation
Paints
at
the
University.
The
writer
in
all
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
Harness
probability did not intend to convey
the meaning it did but to lead the
Studebaker Wagons
reader in some other direction.
OF THE
OFFICIAL
I will endeavor to explain a few
statements made in the article such as
A.
U. M.
PAPER
“just begun work,” “not told to train,”
Roses, Violets, Crysan“how to train,” etc. The men who
themums, Carnations cut
were keenly interested in track ath
letics have been preparing and con
fresh every day at the
Entered as second class mail matter at Missoula, Montana, under Act of ditioning themselves all winter with
Congress of March 3, 1879.
MISSOULA
the track season in view, either by i
. Acting Editor
1 taking exercise in the well equipped
NURSERY CO.
----------- ’15 gymnasium or by playing basketball.
Merle Kettlewell ..—.
“The Old Reliable’’
Managing Editor ....
Before the end of the last semester
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
________ '17 a meeting was called by track candi
Percy N. Stone .—......
Green
House Bell 45
Society Editor
................... ’16 dates and only about 25 responded;
Grace Mathewson ....
here
the
situation
was
discussed
and
Sporting Editor
explained what would be required
Harold Lansing ........
from every man with reference to
Reporters.
. .............. ’1$ R- .Tacohsnn
....
.... ....... MB training, etc. About a month ago the
Yy Long1
............... MB weather conditions were such so as
’1 B H. Hawk
Stephenson
J. Frye, ’17
A . D . P R IC E
to permit the track men to work out
Business Manager.
on the oval in front of the -main hall,
A. A. Clapper ------------ 1 ’I’ 1while the men trying for the field
Stationer
Assistant Business Manager
________ ’17 1events worked in- the gymnasium on
J. J. Ector ..............
College, Fraternity and Sorority
the different apparatus.
Circulation Manager
. Pennants. Eaton, Crane & Pike
________ ’17 1 It is true that the vaulting and
Bruce Hopper .........
stationery and all late books.
jumping; pits were not in shape for
THURSDAY, MARCH 26, 1913.
use and that we did not have vault
ing poles which we were unable to
FLORENCE HOTEL BLOCK
THE FORESTRY SCnOOL.
j back, away back into the woods to procure until a week ago,” but this
the quiet of the ranger stations where was not a drawback, as the men
Senator Dixon has said: “Tnere will j in the quiet as the fog clears they were not in condition to use them,
be built up at .the University of Mon- Iwill all -wonder how ■ it all happened so that this cannot be given as an |
tana the greatest school of forestry in | in so short a time.
excuse for not coming out and as at
Scandinavian American
the United States.” Every condition
basis for discouragement. It must be
here in Missoula valley conduces to the j
remembered that it is of primary im
FROM A FORESTER.
State Bank
needs of such a school. Timbered.
portance to have preliminary training
MIS80ULA, MONTANA
ranges are within easy reach so that It fills us with regret several inches and development before one is ready
the forestry student is not limited to deep to note that the attitude of the to specialize in the several events.
General Banking
class room knowledge and experience. people in the different rural com One should discourage rather than
The headquarters of district No. 1 or munities toward members of the For encourage the idea of breaking rec
Business Transacted.
the United States forest service, estab est Service remains practically un ords the first night out and try to
lished at Missoula make- possible fre changed. The average son of the soil perfect form and condition instead. | 3 per cent Paid on Sav
quent class lectures and talks by gov has not today and never has had any [ ■ The track sit^atUm was fairly j
ings Deposits.
ernment officials.- -A valuable co-og.ei1- use for “Rangers” in a social way.-. In- i bright from the. beginning, but I
voice
the
sentiment
expressed
by
Cap
ation exists already between the school! deed, he seems to shun them from his
—
and the forest service which will be home -as our maltese -kitten does a tain Taylor when he says that it Is j
continually strengthened with increas bob-cat, and not a single instance of a discouraging not only to the captain
ing benefit to those who come here farmer taking one of these corduroy and' coach, but also to the men who
to study forestry.
and leather sons of Satan into the are out every night working for ' the
This department fulfills one of the bosom of his family has ever been re team, when there are some men who
were joint winners in former years
greatest needs of the future Montana corded in modem history.
Always in the Lead
and of the northwest It is highly A few cases have come under our ob or in high school that have not re
ported
at
all
or
only
come
out
once
Vaudeville
and Photopractical, highly efficient
servation dinring qur years of ramb
Here’s to the forestry school. The ling, where some young forester, fresh or twice a week, also to the fact
Plays
school with a future!
Entire Change of Program Sun
from the incubator of knowledge would that there are only a few freshmen
have the temerity to call upon interested enough to try for the team
day, Monday and Thursday.
and
lastly
because
of
the
general
in
KEEP OFF THE GRASS!
the daughter of some doctor of agri- j
No Vaudeville on 8unday.
culture and be allowed to stay for different attitude of the students. The
The most beautiful spot in Missoula, awhile, meanwhile being shown that he athletic end of the University seems
if it receives the right kind of encour was about as welcome as a rattlesnake. to rest upon the shoulders of a se
agement is the campus of the Uni The closing chapter would generally lected few when each one should bear
versity of Montana. The trees are come about 9 o’clock p. m., by papa his share. It is not too late.
budded, ready to put forth leaves. The going out on the front porch, and after There is no excuse for this and the
flowerbeds are ready for seeds and taking a weather observation, water cause can easily be remedied by
.plants. The lawn is already springing ing the flowers and blowing taps more men reporting and training so |
into greenness, but “here’s the rub!" would put out the cat and the dog and I as to make competition more keen in |
Every time a blade of grass puts forth the ranger and the lamp, and the the several events and by showing
a new shoot some stude or co-ed plants family would retire. While the young j spiirt of determination and perseve
a reckless foot upon it. Isn’t it about forester would generally adjust his col- rance.
time to stop this?
| limation, take an observation on Po With everyone working in co-oper
Pays 3 per cent Interest
This is an early spring, so why per- I laris, and if his standards were not ation and towards the same goal no
on Savings Deposits.
suade ourselves that it is unnecessary | too badly bent, would probably tie one will have to be blamed for de
at the end of the season, but
to keep off the grass until April or May? into camp about midnight, having feat
each
and
every
member
of
the
squad,
Now is the time to show our appre- Ilearned a lesson in modern engineer
• ■;.ciation of nature’s early bounties. For ing that was not in the text books; of the student body, and of the fac --------- | — H—
may share with the glory of vic
get the short-cuts. Walk two or three while the rosy-cheeked country lass ulty
tory.—
A.
G.
HEILMAN,
Coach.
NEW TANGO PUMPS
yards farther each day and give the would go to bed and weep bitter tears
lawn a chance!
A STUDENT. of anger.
SPRING
HELL PUMPS
POSTPONED.
And still people are eternally harp
BABY DOLL PUMPS
ing on the same old question of why
THE RANGERS.
The short eoui'se in forestry in the girls leave home, and why so many The next number in the dramatic
COLONIAL PUMPS
poetry course which is being’given by
rangers never marry.
U. of M. will close March 28.
Rubber Sole Sneakers
Dr. and Mrs. G. F. Reynolds under the |
The class as well as the professors There’s a reason.
auspices of the Missoula Woman’s
GYMNASIUM SHOES
and the men of the district office
have all shown much interest in the DIXON SPEAKS AGAIN MONDAY.! club will be postponed until Monday, I
Spring 1914 Stock
Mkrch 30.
_____ '
work.
While the course has been very short Ex-Senator Dixon will again speak
and lots of ground covered in the two before the class in journalism, next I Fraternities and all ’student soci- (
months, all the boys have absorbed Monday evening at 7:15. He will eties give the Bureau of Printing a
a great deal of good hard material place special stress on the press gal trial; phone 465.
STEIN & MITCH
that will be very convenient in their lery at Washington and status of
CORNER STORE
TAILORS
Montana newspapers. All who heard THE
every day work.
Being located in Missoula one can the last lecture given by the ex-sen We cater to University ptudents. All work made by us Is guaranteed for
see the work actually in practice as ator, know that this one will be worth See us for candies and school supplies. Style and Fit, First Class Workman
ship.
carried on among the different forests. hearing, as the speaker is one of re Across the street from the High School.
(Formerly Denton’s.)
Room 4, Second Floor Gibson Block
Sunday the lads will be beating it | markable ability.

If

BIJOU THEATRE

The
First National
Bank

Mapes & Mapes

Barber&Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side
:_________ ___________________
The only

Short Mill Wood
That is fair to Kaimln readers
is sold by
T h e P o lle y s L u m b e r
C om pany
(City saw mill.)
Dry stove length, $4.50 per load
Kindling .........— $3.76 per load
Office at the MilL Phone 414.

H e n le y , E i g e m a n
and Company

Grocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

MISSOULA TRUST
SAVINGS BANK

&

Officers

J. M. Keith . . . . President
S. J. Coffee . . . . Vlce-Prea.
A. R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
R. C. Glddlngs, Asst. Cashier
CAPITAL,...............$200,000.00
SURPLUS.............. 60,000.00
Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

O w en

K e lly

KEY WE8T AND D0ME8TIC
CIGARS.

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettes
Agfints for JOHNSON’S SWEET

CHOCOLATES.
"Meet Me at Kelly's”

Florence Hotel Building

For a Cup of

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch
Go to

The Coffee Parlor
THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL............... 1200,900.00
SURPLUS............... 60,000.00
G. A. Wolf . . President
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier

Peoples Shoe Repair Shop
105 Sputh Third
Apprenticed mechanic, maker at boots
and shoes to order.
NO FACTORY WORK
Original and Guaranteed Work.
Us a Trial.
Pat Nolan, Proprietor.

Give

e

U N I V E R S I T Y

S O C I E T Y

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

GRACE MATHEWSON.

| Stephenson, Miss Genevieve Mellen,
The young men pledged to Sigma the guest of honor and the host.
Chi were hosts at a delightful party
at the fraternity house on Saturday
evening. Cards and music were en Kappa Kappa Gamma.
joyed informally and refreshments Beta Chi chapter of Kappa Kappa
served. The party Included Dr. and Gamma held its sixth annual banquet
Mrs. Longmaid, Mrs. Macleod, Misses on Friday at the Elks’ temple. The
Cothron, Hardenburgh, Gilbert, Rec table was decorated with a high cen
tor, O'Flynn, Brown, O’Donnell, Old- terpiece of lilies and white roses min
ridge, Willoughby, Murr, Thomas, gled with ferns, surrounded by num
Mathewson, Jones, Deschamps, Mur- erous blue candles—the only light
ay, Saner, Brusven, Skinner, Sterling, | Ribbons in the two shades of blue, the
McLeod, Ingham, Stubblefield, Web fraternity colors extended to the cor
ber, Messrs. H. Jones, Whisler, Strelt, ners. Dainty blue menu cards mountWright, Higgins, Lyman, Gault, Ger- | ed with the fraternity seal added to
vais, Busha, Stone, McHaffle, Craig the attractiveness of table and indi
head, Ronan, Lansing, Clements, Hoel, cated the places of those present who
Woody, J. Jones, Powell, McLeod, were: Mrs. G. R. Coffman, Misses
Clapper, Kent, Collins, Angevine, Ows Ona Sloane, Ruth Cronk, Gertrude
ley, W. Jones, Ferguson, Kelly, Craw ISkinner, Grace Mathewson, Irene Mur
ray, Grace Leary, Frances Blrdsall,
ford.
Mildred Ingalls, Jessie Railsback, Abbie Lucy, Annabel Ross, Josephine PolFor Basketball Girls.
I
leys,
Gladine Lewis, Eva Coffee, Cedle
The girls basket ball team enter
tained the visitors from Montana col Johnson Mary Elrod, Maude McCul
lege at Deer Lodge at a picture show lough, Isabel Ronan, Ann Rector, Dor| othy Sterling.
party on Saturday afternoon.
Miss Ona Sloane, as toastmistress
gave toasts in the names of titles of
Faculty Ladies.
The ladies of the faculty met on books. Miss Eva Coffee in response
Thursday afternoon at the home of to "From Long Ago to Now" (An
Mrs. E. B. Craighead to discuss mat - ' drews) traced the growth of the chap
ters of business and general interest. ter. Miss Jessie Railsback responded
to “Dream Days” (Graham); Miss Ann
Rector to *Tn the House of Her
Sunday Supper.
Harold Lansing had as his guests I Friends” (Hugo); Mrs. Coffman to “On
at supper on Sunday evening Grace Both Sides of the Sea” (Charles). Miss
Mathewson, Irene Murray and Norman j Mildred Ingalls spoke of the alumnae
Strelt.
in response to “Invisible Links” (Lag| erlof).
“Three Greek Children”
Dr. Bolton Host.
| (Church) was responded to by Miss
Dr. Bolton was host at a dinner Irene Murray and "Walking Delegate”
party at the Palace hotel on Friday (Scott), by Miss Grace Mathewson.
evening in honor of Miss Helene Boldt. j An unprepared announcement was
who left on Sunday to teach at Dlvid *. that of the engagement of Miss
Covers were laid for Miss Evelyn IJosephine Polleys to F. R. Mason.
At Sigma Chi House.

LAW NOTES
WE’RE OFF!

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

Chafing Dish Supper.

Misses Bernice Selfridge, Lelia Lo- !
gan and Frances Garrigus were host
esses at a chafing dish supper on Sat
urday evening in honor of Miss Helene
Boldt. A choice menu was served to
Misses Ruby Jacobson, Eunice Dennis,
Vera Pride, Hazel Hawk, Helen Maclay, Genevieve Metlen, Anna Beck,
Bernice Selfridge, Lelia
Logan,
Frances Garrigus and Helene Boldt.
Later the party was increased by
several young men who, with the
young ladies enjoyed an informal
evening singing and dancing in the
parlors of Craig house.
Miss Mildred Scott has returned
from her home in Huntley, where she
was detained by Illness.
Miss Gladine Lewis spent the week
end with her sisters at Craig halL
Miss Cecile Johnson left Friday
night for an extended visit on the
coast. She spent a few days at Pull
man college in Washington.
A. S. U. M. Dance.

The A, S. U. M. dance on Friday
evening was a most enjoyable affair.
The girls’ basket ball teams were the
honor guests. There were no pro
grams and a delightful informality
characterized the dance.

F IN E ST A T IO N E R Y
When writing letters nice stationery is an Important factor—it often
means much for the writer. Our stock is full of atractlve sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up-to-date.

M ISSO U L A DRU G CO M PANY
HAMMOND BLOCK
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C L O T H E S

SHOP

created is not to teach, but to look hum in the law schooL Practically
after “his boys” as he styles the law | everything of interest dales from the
students and to see If things are run coming of Judge Clayberg. The Law
ning in the proper manner.
Kaimih will appear soon. The law
He lectures incidentally upon mining banquet which will be bigger, better
and irrigation law. To the law men and noisier this year than ever, and
his lectures are never too long. His many other events dealing with the
classes are always large and although law school will be programed within
they are not compulsory, never de the next month.
crease in size.

We specialize on suits
and overcoats at one
price.

Equal to Others at $25.00.

314 Higgins Avenue

Royal Bakery
Home Made Bread,
Cakes, Pies, Rolls,

_

F ir e fly ”

Book and Lyrics by Otto Hauerbach
Music by Rudolf Friml
Direct from a record-breaking season of 26 weeks at
the New York Casino.

With the Best Singing Cast in America, Including
Oscar Figman
Melville Stewart
Craig Campbell
Grace Hanson
Marion Lee
Vera Derosa
Augmented Orchestra of 20

William Wolff
Betty Barnell
John Hines
Ensemble of 60.

PRICES, 50c to $2.00
Layaways must be called for by 7 P. M. Saturday.

Curtain, 8:30.

LECTURE COURSE.

Mrs. W. G. Bateman of the uni
versity faculty will give a number in
the vocation lecture course of the
Young Women’s Christian association
this evening at the Y. W. C. A. home
on East Cedar street. Her topic will
be “Professions in Art” All persons
who may be Interested in the subject
are invited to be present

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

PEERS & WHITE

SATURDAY, MARCH 2 8

TrentinI

Spalding Catalogue Cent Free.

Your inspection invited.

MISSOULA THEATER

“T h e

in covering defects—an athletic
implement may look pretty, and
the cheaper it is, generally the
prettier it looka All Spalding
athletic implements are made
primarily for use—good looks are
secondary. Catalogue free.

No more $15.00 No less

J. A. Cavander

EMMA

Paint Often
Works Wonders

Personal.

Miss Diana Uline spent the week
end at Plains, Mont., with her sister
Miss Grace Uline, who is teaching at
Sandpoint, Idaho.
Miss Helene Boldt left on Sunday
for Divide, where she is to teach.
Miss Marie Siedentoff ’17- was sud
denly called'to her home in Miles City
on Monday by the illness of her
mother.

“N

U N IT E D

John B. is coming.
The one and only has at last writ
Cookies and Doughnuts
ten from the unknown and notified
Dean Whitlock that he will be with
Hot Cross Buns Every Friday
“his boys” about April 20.
Bell 415. 531 So. Higgins. Ind. 1687
To say that the letter of the Dean
Emeritus was the cause of much ex
COURT CALENDAR.
WE WANT 100.
citement in the law school would be Every student in the law depart
putting it too mildly. Every student ment and many townspeople will come
who knows John B. Clayberg is as en to listen to Judge Clayberg because University of Montana Law School.
thusiastic over his coming as the Judge | he is one of the foremost authorities Department . I. Judge Longmaid, GENERAL ELECTRIC 8UPPLIE8
presiding.
Construction and Repairs. Fixtures,
is himself.
on mining in the United States, an ex
Bells, Batteries, Etc.
pert at his business and a law school Wm. Anderson v. B. J. Metlin. Ac
WE WANT 100.
tion on a promissory note. J. Jones Both Phones
318 Higgins Ave.
Judge Clayberg’s prime object in| booster.
visiting annually the department he From now on things will begin to j for plaintiff; H. Sewell for the de
fendant Set for trial March 25, 1914
Dr. A sa W illard
at 7:30 p. m.
Harry F. Sewell v.' Joe Tope. Ac
Osteophathic Physician
tion for waste. C. Sorenson for plain
Roome 118, 119, 120, 121
tiff; G. Rosenberg for defendant Set 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg.
for trial March 30, 1914 at 7:30 p. m.
Harry F. Sewell v. Chas. L. Lyman.
We are dispensers in all
Action for fraud. W. Anderson for
plaintiff; J. Brown for defendant. Set
Misses’ Ready-to-Wear
ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN PRESENTS
i for trial April 6, 1914, at 7:30 p. m.
Goods
Department II. Judge Whitlock, pre
siding.
THE LEADER
Examination of jurors March 25, 1914
"Economists to the People.”
Iat 7:30 p. m.
State of Montana v. L. J. Walton,
arson. Sulfridge & Tyman for state;
Judson & Brown for defendant Set
IN THE COMEDY OPERA TRIUMPH
for trial April 2, 1914 at 7:30 p. hi.

_
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:Picture Frames
Art Goods

I

711 2nd Ave.

Seattle, Wash.

V
Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Blook
Phone 1009
Missoula, Mont.

116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909
MIS80ULA.

Missoula Hotel
Jas. A. Walsh. Mgr.
Steam Heat
Eleetrio Light
Electrio Bells and Telephones In
All Rooms.
S tu d e n t

P h o to g r a p h e r

New Location 138 Higgins

Ward Studio
European.

H. L. Shapard, Prop.

HOTEL SHAPARD
Missoula, Mont
Private Baths.
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water. Cafe and Bar.
We sell Missoula REAL E8TATE
and write FIRE and oths" classes of
INSURANCE.

W. H. SMEAD COMPANY
IPhone 212.

Missoula, Mont.

Fdr good shoe repairing, students
see us, The

NEW METHOD

j Simons Paint and j Shoe Repair Factory
Bell 370 Blk.
322 N. Higgins Ave.
Paper House
12 Higgins Avenue

GEORGE MILLER,
The Barber
Bureau of Printing for work that
satisfies, gains recognition and an at •Under the First National
tractiveness that predominates
Bank Building

We Make a Specialty of
Picture Framing

McKay Studio
Higgins Block.
PATRONIZF OUR ADVERTISERS.
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iprlng of 1906. While state forester of
I Michigan, Mr. Skeels organized the
state forests, surveying and marking
their boundaries and mapping the
T h e M is s o u lia n
Mr. Skeels, who is 32 years of age, lumbermen, and such odd jobs of sur- ' holdings, built headquarters buildings
was born in Grand Rapids, Mich., and veying and civil engineering as he was! and permanent camps on the shores
Offers specially attractive inducements to those
while yet a young boy moved with his fortunate enough to secure. In the I of Higgins lake and established the
persons who are fastidious in their demands for
parents to Harrietta, a small sawmill summer of 1903 he laid out and super- first forest nursery in the lake states
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
town in Wexford county, near Cadillac, Intended the construction of the race- region, which had, at the time he left
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
track and fairgrounds at Cadillac, the employ of the state, an annual
Mich.
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
He worked with hTs grandfather, I Mich. In tne fall of 1903 he adopted Producing capacity of more than three
then city engineer of Grand Rapids, I employment with the United s t a t e s million seedlings. He also directed the
shop exactly what they require. The men who
and with his father,who was county j bureau of forestry, making timber estl- planting of several square miles of cut |
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
surveyor of Wexfordcounty, and later | .nates, maps and co-operative working | over lands to
seedlings
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
a logging superintendent for the Cobbs plans of Ibe timber holdings of the which was also the first extensive for
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
and Mitchell Lumber company of Cad- Kirby Lumber company and Houston est planting made in the lake states
understand the real art of printing. This is why
iliac, Mich. In the winter he attended I Oil company in southeastern Texas, region.
To Montana.
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
the city schools of Grand Rapids and In the following spring he was apthe district schools of Wexford county, I pointed as assistant forest expert in In June, 1906, Mr. Skeels, having
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
where he secured a common school j the government service and during the passed the government civil service
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
education.
| >ear 1904 worked in the hardwood examination for technical foresters,
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
was appointed technical assistant on
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
the Gallatin national forest in Mon
tana The following winter he was
the care used in the selection of material. We
transformed to handle timber sale
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
work in the Teton national forest at
ected. We are sure that we can plea.se you.
Jackson’s Hole, Wyo., and the follow
ing summer to handle timber sale work
in the Coeur d’Alene national forest
at Wallace, Idaho, acting as super
West Main Street, Missoula.
visor of that forest during the field
season of 1908. In the fall of 1908 Mr.
Skeels was promoted to the position
of forest examiner in the branch of
timber sales in the district forester’s
office at Portland, Ore., and in the
A N D C O L D L U N C H E S
spring of 1909 he was appointed forest H O T
At Moderate Prices at
supervisor of the. Kootenai national
forest at Libby, Mont., which appoint
ment he held until the summer of 1913.
136 Higgins Avenue.
While supervisor of the Kootenai
national forest Mr. Skeels was largely
engaged in logging engineering work
and stumpage appraisal work in the r
For Up to the Minute
forest service throughout the west, and
CLOTHING, HATS,
made logging plans, cost estimates and
G e t th a t E a s te r
CAPS AND
stumpage appraisals, and arranged for
sales of government timber in Arizona,
FURNISHINGS
S
u
i
t
N
o
w
New Mexico and Arkansas, as well as |
SEE
in all the northwestern states.
1,500 New Nobby Spring
In 1913 he was appointed logging
engineer for district one of the United Patterns—Made for You
States forest service with headquar
ters at Missoula, and is at the present
125 Higgins Ave
time engaged in this work for the for
NO
est service.
MORE
In October, 1908, Mr. Skeels was
THAN $20
manned to Miss Blanche Covell, the
daughter of a well-known lumberman
He completed his preparatory edu- I forests of the southern Alleghenies, at Whitehall, Mich., and they now
cation in the high schoolj of Grand | principally on the holdings of the make their home in Missoula with
Rapids and Lansing, Mich., working in Tennessee Iron & Timber company at their two children, Coveil and Dorothy.
the woods of northern Michigan for Bear Spring, Tenn., and of the Eber- Mr. Skeels, whose qualifications for
the Cobbs and Mitchell Lumber com man Lumber company at Eberville, his work involve an unusual combina
tion of the abilities of the practical
pany, and other lumbermen of that re N. C.
lumberman and the professional train
To Michigan.
gion, in the summer months to earn
109 E. Main St.
Missoula.
the money to defray the expenses of In the early winter of 1904 he se ing of the civil engineer and technical
his winter’s schooling. He graduated cured a furlough from the forest serv- forester, has a, wide • acquaintance
from the Lansing high school in 1899] ice to enter the newly started gradu- [among lumbermen and foresters of the
and entered the Michigan agricultural ate course in forestry at the University | west and enjoys to a marked degree
C lu c tt, P e a b o d y & C o ., In o . M ak e rs
their confidence and esteem. In as
college in the early winter of 1899 as t of Michigan.
a special student in civil engineering In March, 1905, he was appointed suming charge of the forestry course
-T H E For Lunches and Homeand forestry. During his attendance state forester of Michigan, which posi- at the university he will keep up a
Made Pastry see
for three and a half years at the tlon he held until June, 1906, entering I connection ith the forest service, in
M e tro p o le
Michigan agricultural college he met I the. university again, however, in the the capacity of collaborator and conQUICK LUNCH
the expenses of his college training by! late faU of 1905 at the close of the suiting engineer.
working with his father in the logging | field season on the state forest, andHe has now under preparation a
112 East Cedar
Our Specialty is
operations of the Cohbs and Mitchell | remaining in the school until the open- treatise on logging engineering and
company and other northern Michigan ing of the next field season in the stumpage appraisal which is to be pubFine Hair Cutting
— '
■■ :—
■ ■—
=
= : j lished by the forest service as a man
Thomson & Marlenee
ual for the use of forest officers in
M. F. Nesbit, Joe Sibert
Corner Basement at Nonpareil
district one and is later to be ex
140 North Higgins Ave.
Agents
tended and • amplified for use as a
field manual and hand-book of logging
O, Lord, grant that as I make this Lord, grant that when the appraisal engineering. There is at present no
Attention, Faculty!
survey called life I may find pleasant of my life is computed it may not ex hand-book or manual oh this branch Study hours have been ordered even
LET
camping places; that the cool waters ceed Thy original estimate, and Lord of engineering science or other publica ings in the rooms of the track associ
of congenial companionship may flow when I take an observation to obtain tion available for use to students as a ation and officials meet the athletes Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
there who are in need of assistance in
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
past my tent door; that the woods of
text book, or field manual fpr logging scholarship and try to raise the falter
hardship wherein we must all walk my true bearing:, grant that my tran- engineers.
ing marks of the track men above the
YOU CAN’T BEAT THE
be not too heavily clad with the under-j sit be in perfect adjustment so that
brush of hard luck; that the nettle I shall deviate even as much as one Mr. F. A. Silcox, forester of district danger line. This system will be con
SHINES
called remorse grows not too abundant- second from the sight which Thou hast one of the forest service, has voiced tinued until close upon the approach
at the
ly there; that there be a spring of set at the end of that 'long tangent his hearty endorsement of the course of of the track season.
Missoula Shoe Shining Parlor
friendship and shade of the rest tree which leads through the portals of study as planned for the new school of The track team officials have urged
forestry
at
Missoula
and
holds
a
very
the members of the team to attend 317 Higgins Ave. Chairs for Ladles
wherewith to refresh myself; that the gold into the District where Thou art
cooling breezes may blow sometimes j Chief Forester. I pray that when m.v high opinion of Mr. Skeels’ ability as to their recitations and study hours
across my forehead and drive away road is built there shall be no trails a practical forester and logging en carefully, but the warning has been
disregarded, and recourse has been
the remembrances of wrong deeds done left unblazed, and ho dangerous rocks gineer.
For Finest Meats
and righteous deeds undon; that as I •or trees above the cjits to endanger the
had to the direct methods of reaching
Give us a trial
lay out the logging road of my life, safety of any travelers over this route. ATHLETES REQUIRED TO ATTEND the athletes whose marks are low.
Lord,
in
Thy
infinite
tenderness,
TO STUDIES.
the curves thereof be tangent to Th:
529 South Higgins Ave. Both phones
[ Canada has established a forest pro
will and the spirals be true; that there mercy and love so encompassing that
be a down grade from my will to even I am included in Thy promise, The athletic association of Tale uni ducts laboratory in connection with
F L O R E N C E
S T E A M
Thine, and that the super-elevation be listen to my prayer and grant finally versity has started a unique system of McGill university at Montreal, on the
correct so that as I swing around the that when I turn over my field notes supervising track athletics in order to lines of the United States institution
L A U N D R Y
curve I may not leave the track that to the Chief and sign my last report, prevent further depletion of the ranks Iof the same sort at the University of
Busha, Student Agent
leads to Heaven.
| he will say, “Well done.” Amen.
of the track men by the faculty. Wisconsin.
PHONE 4&

Missoulian Publishing Company

TheNonpareil Confectionery

------ s

L I N K ’S

$ 1 5

Scotch Woolen
Mills

ANOKW Ki

I ARROW

A MCOLLAR

Model Laundry Co

The Forest Ranger's Prayer

Riverside Market

ATHLETES

DEERLODGE

MUST

FALL8 ONCE MORE BEFORE
OUR CO-EDS.

LIVE SIMPLE
AND TRAIN

LIFE

S P O

R T

S

PROSPECTS

E D I T O R

BRIGHTEN AS THE
PASS BY.

WON’T LET US PRINT WHAT
WE WANT TO.

DAYS

“PEG” LANSING

DOC HEILMAN [MISSOULA MEN
ISSUES RULES LOOK GOOD

Sulphur Smoke from the
Hell Gate

IT IS CHEERFUL!GIRLS PLUCK
AND BRIGHT j EASY CONTEST

Looking ahead to the class meet'

which is only a few weeks distant, we
TRACK MEN HAVE A HARD ROW | LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL HAS PROM- predict a battle between the Frosh IT LOOKS LIKE A BANNER YEAR CO-EDS EASILY DEFEAT TEAM
FROM MONTANA COLLEGEFOR THE TRACK
TO HOE IF FAITHFUL
I8ING TRACK TEAM IN
and Sophomores. The Junior and
SNAPPY GAME.
TEAM.
TRAIN ER8.
FIELD.
Senior teams are good, but they are j
small. The Frosh have the strongest
team on paper but when the test comes, The last week has added much to our I
Last
week
“Dago”
Ronan,
one
of
Jim
SHOW FINE TEAM WORK
EARLY TO BED, ETC. Bonner's budding young surveyors, laid are they there?
hopes of a championship track team.
The
men
have
reached
a
physical
conI
out a quarter-mile track for the high!
We here that a Bozeman polevaulterl dltion that enables them to start the I Speedy Work of All the Girls Wins
No Dancee, No Confections, No Fat school. His crew consisted of Walter
for University Quintet—Large
Kemp and “Swede” Anderson. The said it would take 11 feet to beat him hard grind on their special event. I
tening Beverages, No Fussing
Crowds Present.
levels have been run and the work this year. It takes a remarkable man I Those who merely jogged a lap or I
and No Tobacco.
to
go
in
one
year’s
practice
from
9.6
looked over the track fence at some
of leveling was begun Monday.
to
11
feet
At
the
best
"Hop”
Prescott
more ambitious man are now hard at Friday night the girls’ basketball
The track is south of the ball park j
Doctor A. G. Heilman has issued on the Higgins estate. Last year thej says that 11 feet is meat for him, so it. The old Montana spirit has taken team won their last game of the sea
the
Bozmanites
had
better
get
busy.
hold
of things and the men are re son by a score of 26 to 9. The out
the following: training rules for the track was only 300 yards around and
sponding to the coach’s call. The vet come of the game was not in doubt
track men to follow:
the short straightway down the mid- j
HOURS—Bed, not later than 11 p. die was inadequate for good practice. Dr. Willard found a long black hair erans of last season have felt the spirit from the beginning; the local teams
m.; rise 7:00 or 7:30 and take a good, Now, with a 130 yard straightaway ’ curled neatly in the middle of his Kai- more then and a full squad is out ev- | swept the visitors off their feet with
brisk walk before breakfast. Break and a quarter-mile oval, the scholas- I min last week. Now he is looking forj ery night
superior playing. The College of
fast, 8.00 or 8:15; lunch, 12:30 to 1:30; tics will be well primed for the inter-, the young maid who sent the token, i U seems to us that it is not too Montana five did not put up such a
We guess that the mall was mixed.
dinner, 6:00 or 6:30.
early to. tell of our strength in the good fight as on their home floor.
scholastic meet.
special events. The sprints are very The game was not specially fast and
DRINKS—Lemonade, barley water, The high school athletes claim to I
oatmeal water and tea or coffee (one have championship material this year. |j You had better come out for track strong this year. Brown, our last consequently not very interesting to
year’s hope, will have two able run-) the small crowd present.
i
because
“Musty”
is
giving
the
gym
cup) may be taken once a day. Water We hope that they will do as well a s'
ning mates in Higgins and Collins. This is the first season the girls
should be the main drink, but do not they expect to. Several other schools i! classes some stiff workouts.
Both of the new men are runners of have played intercollegiate basketball
drink too much with your meals, and in the state have their eye on the
especially not immediately after exer- | championship. Doubtless the meet will Again and for the last time this year experience and promise to make it in and they have won three out of the
cislng. Don’t drink too cold water be the fastest ever seen on Montana’s we hand it to the girls’ basketball teresting for Brown. The middle dis four games played and have estab
team. May they be as successful next tance events brings out the strongest lished a good reputation for women’s
(ice water). Don’t drink milk or cream field.
year. We only hope that next year’s material that Montana has ever boasted t basketball at the University of Mon
as it is fattening, slows oneself and |
cuts the wind. Do not drink soda wa in track athletics one develops certain Varsity team will emulate the co-eds of. To assist Cameron and Weidman tana. The line-up and score of Fri
we have two new men of high school day’s game follows:
muscles or groups of muscles, to per and bring home the bacon.
ter, any alcoholic liquors, etc.
fame, Jones and Higgins. It looks like
University.
MEALS—The following are the type form certain action, and in dancing
Player—
Fd.G. Fl.G. Pts.
of meals to eat: Breakfast: Fruit one may develop muscles whose actions j If our track team would train as nine points in this event.
0
2
with a little cream, any cereal, fish, are in the opposite direction and, there- ] hard as the high school team does, that The distance men are more numer Thompson, center ....... 1
last
ten
yards
at
the
end
of
the
race
ous
than
last
year.
Taylor*
Darrow,
eggs (in any form except fried), lamb fore, cause stiffening or knotting.
Dennis, forward ...... 4
0
8
Ade
and
Long
are
the
most
promising
would
not
seem
so
long.
Report
for
workout
at
a
definite
Pride, forward ....... - 6
2
14
chops or a small piece of steak, toast
candidates
for
the
mile
and
two
mile;
I
and
regular
time
each
day;
do
what
is
Reeley, guard .......... 0
0
0
or stale bread.
Lunch: A little milk toast, cold or [required of you in the events you are We haven’t heard much of the base- Templeton has a good five-mile rec-! Hawk, guard .......... „ 0
0
0
hot meat, stewed, creamed or baked trying for and not fool around every I ball aspirants lately. Maybe they are ord and we hope he can come down to Tabpr, center ....... - 1
0
2
potatoes (not too many potatoes), plen other event, which only means an in afraid of injuring their salary wings. two miles without any loss of stam ■
Come out and get in condition, you Iina.
ty of green yegetables and salads, stale jury in a great number of cases.
Totals............. ..12
2
26
bread or toast, stewed fruits, apples, Do not trip anyone, as it often is a aren’t having half the hard luck to We are strong this year in the field
College of Montana.
get
started
as
this
year’s
Missoula
events.
Ed
Craighead
is
consistently
means
of
spraining
an
ankie
or
knee.
prunes, etc., and rice puddings.
Player—
Fd.G. Fl.G. Pts.
beating his last year's performances in Brown, center........... 0 ■
Dinner: Soup, fish, steak, roast If ybu are sick or injured tell the coach. team has.
0
the shot-put and discus. He says that Slkila, forward ....... .. 0
beef or mutton, mutton chops, turkey, Have the right mental attitude as well
, .o ■ 0
chicken, vegetables, saladB, stale bread as physical condition. Show deter To those track men who have been the state record for the hammer-throw Stetson, forward __.. 3
3
9
out several weeks and can show no is in danger. We hope he will do as Cummings, guard .. 0
or toast, custard, stewed fruits, pud mination.
6
0
dings, such as rice, tapioca, gelatin, These rules must be followed if one I improvement, we will say, “Don’t get well in this event as he does in the Messinger, guard .... .. 0
.00
wants to do the best for himself, for discouraged. You can’t be a wonder other two. Several new men are out
bread, etc.
I
in
one
month.
It
sometimes
takes
sev
for
the
weights.
Seconds
and
thirds
his
team
mates,
for
his
alma
mater,
Ice cream after meals may be eaten
9
Totals......... .. 3 1 3
and even more for his state. Show, that eral years. The man who stays with a are necessary to win meets and in Hofonce a day, prefarably after dinner.
fer, Suchy and Angevine we expect to didates for jumping honors, and they
DON’T EAT—Duck, goose, veal, pork you are willing to share responsibility thing is the man who wins out.”
develop men to take care of those may be developed in time for the first
or shell fish; anything fried; hot cakes, and sacrifice pleasure for the gain of
A track man’s only “if” is, “If I had places.
meet.
biscuits, etc.; cake, pastry, candy, etc. glory in the end.
j
five
dollars
I
would
get
a
pair
of
There are several candidates for the The low hurdles are strong this year
Above all don’t eat between meals or YOU ARE ON YOUR HONOR. Be
I
shoes.”
It
seems
to
us
that
track
gets
pole
vault.
The
most
promising
is
with Collins, Brown and Ronan the
true to yourself and remember that if
before retiring in the evening.
Eat slowly and chew your food well. you do not obey training rules you are the poorest support of any branch of Prescott, last year’s winner in the in star performers. The high hurdles are
NO SMOKING allowed on any pre hurting, not only your self-respect, but athletics. Does the A- S. U. M. .com terscholastic. Cris Sheedy, brother of still a comparatively weak event. Ro
text whatever, and stop chewing gum. the respect and pride of every member mittee think it is fair to make the [the famous “Pat,” and Wink Brown, nan is the only man who shows much
Be straight and keep your body mor of the team and of the student body. j track men pay for their equipment? [also show form in this event. Lan speed to date. McHaffle and Owens
sing and Cummings are also showing are practicing hard and may develop
Training has not only to do with the
ally clean.
enough to give the “Dago” a good run.
Do not stand around unnecessary; physical development of the body, but The track is going to have a new up in well in this event.
bed
of
cinders
all
over.
In
some
places
The jumps will be weak this year On the whole, prospects are bright
primarily
with
the
development
of
the
so cut out pool and pool rooms, as it
rocks are showing through and the unless some unknown phenom puts in ening, and another good season is fast
mind to control the body.
is tiring.
appearance. There are several can- materializing.
A. G. HEILMAN, Coach. need is surely apparent.
DON’T DANCE, for the reason that

H. H. Bateman
and Company.

Union Market
Meets your meat needs.

'e m p r e s s '

8ee Our Fine Display of Poultry

T O D A Y ’S P R O G R A M

DRUGS, BOOKS
AND STATIONARY
337 N. Higgins Avenue
Bell 260 Red

Ind. 1656

[Home Plate
Pool and Billiard Hall.
Cigars, Cigarette, Tobaooo and
Candy. Best billiard and pool
tables in town.
WM. MoBRIDE, Prop.
103 W. Front St.

Ind. 725

Presenting
Another
Notable
Broncho Feature in Two Parts.

BOTH PHONE3
Bell 117

Ind. 431

“REPAID”

130-132 Higgins Avenue

A splendid and really thrilling
production, driving home with
astonishing emphasis a funda
mental principle of psychology.

“How Is Your Coal Pile?”
KEYSTONE COMEDY

The Perry Coal
Company

“Twix Love and Fire”
A delightful comedy with many
eccentric and exceedingly funny
situations, full of rich humor and
surprises.

J. M. 8WANGO, Mgr.

110 E. Cedar

Phonea 662

k

E m p r e s s P ip e O r g a n a n d C on
c e r t O r c h e s tr a .

J.D. Rowland
Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a specialty
114 East Main Street
Missoula,

Montana

Hoit-Dickinson Piano
Company

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higins Avenue
Missoula,
Montana

E L E C T R IC
COOKING
T h e Clean W ay
Missoula Light and Water
Company

B la n k b o o k s

a n d

S ta tio n e ry

LISTER’S
Agent for
UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER
Orders for Pine Engraving
Solicited
114 E. Main St.
Missoula.

THE WEEKLY KAIMIN
A Ranger to His Brother at the “U” IJ
"You ask me, Old Pal, of the forest,
The mountain, the steam and the
pine,
Of a Ranger’s life as I see it,
So I’ll try to drop you a line.
Of course you are wrapped in your
• studies,
(Which I note from your card are
few),
But I’ll try to teach you a lesson;
- One you wan’t learn at the U.”
"Have you grazed on big dizzy moun
tains,
With deep, dark valleys below?
Have You spent the nght in the forest
So still you could hear it grow?
Have you climbed to the tops of the
foothills,
Where the vision ranges free
And seen the pines and the hemlocks
As far as the eye could see?”
“Have you broken the trail on snowshoes,
Staggering blind through the snow
And heard the great white silence,
You've got to have grub—so you go.
Have you seen the stars as a back
ground
For the mountains and peaks at resi,
As you stood in the lookout station
And watched that fire in the west.”

“Have you ever run out any firelines I
And gone days and nights without]
sleep,
Grined with the red rage of battle
"FATHER OF THE LAW SCHOOL”
And steeled in the furnace heat?COMING TO MONTANA TO
Have you gazed on the bleak desola- |
tlon v
SEE US.
And the blackened trunks as they I
sway,
Nature’s work for millions of years
The students and faculty of the Law
All destroyed in a day.”
School were delighted to learn yester
day that Judge John B. Claryberg of
“Have you followed the trail in the
San Francisco would come here in
summer.
Sang a rag-time song on the hill, I April and deliver his course of lectures
The smell of the pines all about you upon Mining and Irrigation Law.
The sunshiny woods all athrill.
The students refer to him as the
You see a big buck on the mountains “Father of the Law School,” and al
And hear the wild birds call,
ready they have preparations ' under
And you noticed the bigness; . the | way for entertaining him while he is
beauty;
here. Last year they gave their first
Haven’t you wondered what’s back | annual banquet at which Judge Clayof it all?"
berg was the honored guest and it is
their purpose to make that banquet
"Well, son, have I taught you a lesson, a permanent function to be given every
Can you read it between the lines? year when Judge Clayberg comes. The
I have read you God’s own sermon
students say that they will show the
As I see it in the pines.
judge this year that his efforts have
’Tis the simple text of nature,
not been spent in vain for they expect
Not heard in any pew;
to attend the banquet sixty strong,
Be sure to write and tell hie—■
whereas, last year they numbered only
Do they teach you this at the U?” twenty-five.
—Bonner ’07.
Judge Clayberg’s lectures will extend
over a period of approximately two
weeks, in which time he will lecture
almost entirely upon Mining Law with
possibly one or two lectures upon cer
tain phases of Irrigation Law. One
lecture will be upon the “Drum Lutnmon Litigation,” which is. too well
known to Montana lawyers to require
further comment Judge Clayberg will
no doubt consent to repeat the address
recently given before the Bar Associa
tion of San Francisco on “Percolating
Waters.” This address received wide
attention from members of the bar in
San Francisco and was printed at
length in the San Francisco Recorder.
The dates of the lectures will be'an
nounced later and members Of the
faculty and the bar of the city of Mis
soula and any others interested in
'?}.ining Law are cordially invited to
attend them.

jPOLITICS CLUB
IS ORGANIZED
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A new activity has been started in
the University of Montana. Last
| Thursday afternoon about 20 students
gathered in the assembly hall and
formed an organization to, be known
as the University Politics club. The
following officers were elected: For
president, “Spud” Weidman; for vice
| president, Ivan Merrick; for secretary,
discussed, and a motion was passed Payne Templeton. A; committee of one
approving it and recommending it to —Alva Baird—was appointed to look
the student body for adoption at the
after the programs.
next assembly meeting.
The purpose of this society i3 two
fold, to stimulate and maintain ,a live
interest in state and national politics
among the students of this school; and,
second, to take an active part in those j
state political questions which directly i
affect the university. A club of this
sort should have been established long
ago, for it cannot be denied that poli
The annual Y. W. C. A. election tics have much to do with the higher !
was held Tuesday, March 24, at 4:30 in 'educational institutions of this state.
Craig parlors. Miss Gussie Gilliland Practically every university of any im
was elected president; Miss Cora Har portance in the land has some kind j
mon, vice president; Irene Teagarden, of a political club which is a live fac
secretary; Grace Mathewson, treas tor in school activities.
urer.
The University Politics club is not a
Miss Gilliland was chosen as delegate partisan organization, but is open tor)
to represent the University Y. W.' C. A. - members of all parties. The young j
at the Gerhart conference in the spring. ladies will be allowed to enter.
. ■
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Y o u h a v e a lo o k c o m in g to y o u . C o m e i n .

Missoula Mercantile Co.
________________________

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
5ESSI
BUSHA APPOINTED MANAGER
FOR CARNIVAL—DATE
SET.

Tuesday evening a meeting of the
A. S. TJ. M. executive committee was
held in the office of the manager.
Many matters of interest and impor
tance were brought up for discussion
and action, Friday, May 88, was set
as the date for carnival, and Mr. Busha
was appointed trainer for track work,
was appointed trainer for track week.
The adoption of the constitution was

ORGANIZATION FOR DISCUSSION
'OF CURRENT ISSUES IS
FORMED.

Y. W. C. A.
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Apparel of Quality
Hirsh-Wickwire Clothes
“L” System Clothes
Hickey-Freeman Clothes
Full Dress Suits, Silk Hats
and Accessories
Edwin Clapp Shoes
B & A Shirts
Stetson Hats
Schoble Hats
Carter & Holmes Neck
wear—all new patterns
Stone Bros. Suit Cases
and Bags
Pendleton Bath Robes
Lewis Underwear
Excello Caps

